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I Semester B.Sc, Degree (CBOss"-Reg./Supple./lmprov.) Examination,
Novemb er 2017

Core Course in Physies
(2014 Admn. Onwards)

1801 PHY : PHYSICS PRIMERS

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 40
t

lnstruction: Write answers in English only.

sEcTloN-A

Answ'erall, Very short answer type. Each question carries one mark (1x4=4)

1. A wave which requires a medium forthelr propagation is calted

2. Avectpr divided by its magnilude is called

3. Heliocentric theory was put forward by

4. The differentialequation representin$ Simple Harmonic Motion

SECTION - B

Answerany seven. Short answer type. Each question carriestwo marks. (2x7=141

5. What is Gauss's divergence theorem ?

6. State Plank's quantum hypothesis.

7. Represent graphically the variation of kinetic energy, potential energy and total
energy with displacementof a particle executing simple harmonic motion'.

8. Define null vector and give 2 properties of it.

9. Distinguish between longitudinal and transverse wave.
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10. What are Lissajous figures ? a

1 1. What is Def operator ?

' 
12' 

Hjilff^ 
expression for kinetic energy of a particte executing simpfe harmonic

'i3. Whatis Fouriertheorem ?

14' Write a note on contributions of Indian physicists in twentieth century

Answeranv rour' short essav/pro, 
"r;:::l};l-,ion ca'iesthree marks. (3xc12)

15. Prove that div curl (F) = g,

16' A tuning fork of 
leguqncv 512lzproduced a prane wave in air having ampritude0'5 x 10-3 mm' cafculate the energy.density an_d intensity oilne wave. (Vefocityof sound in air 332 m/s and densiilof aii,i ='l iekg/m3)

17' The equation oJ a simpfe harmonic oscillator is given by dzx/dtz+ 625x = 0. Findthe period and frequency of oscilaii;;: -'-' '" bzsx = o. Find

18. Express v2 in sphericar porar coordinates.'L

19. Derive the differentiar equation of wave motion in one dimension.

20. Prove thatthe given vectorsA -i+4j+ 3k and 6 = 4i +2j- 4k areperpendicularto each other.

Answer anv two. Long essay vpe. 
=l"-n ,r::"r1"rr,"s f ive marks. (5x2=10)

21' obtain the transformation and reverse transformation equations between cartesiancoordi nates an d Sp he ricat ponr loorlil;i;:''" "

Derive an expression for the verocity of rongitudinaf wave in a rod. r
whatis meant by s.tandard moder in,higl_.nergy physics ? what are the variousparticte famiries in the standard mooer? e*pr"i.,i fiilg, mechanism.

,?j::"r 
in detailthe two simpre harmonic motions of equaf periods in a straight

22.

23.

24.


